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SCOTTISH CONSERVATIVE AND UNIONIST PARTY EUROPEAN MANIFESTO FOR THE HIGHLANDS & ISLANDS



� An in-out referendum on Britain’s membership of the EU

� Keeping Scotland in the UK and bringing more powers back to Britain

� A better deal for British taxpayers

� Continued control of our borders and a crackdown on benefit tourism

� More control of justice and home affairs

� More trade and continued economic independence – by saying no to the Euro and ‘ever closer union’

REAL CHANGE WE HAVE DELIVERED:
� The first-ever EU budget cut, saving British taxpayers £8.15 billion

� Halted a moratorium on deep water oil exploration that would have had a damaging impact on the Northern
Isles

� Fought, line-by-line, to revise proposed offshore safety legislation that would have forced repeal of our gold
standard safeguards and their replacement by costly and inferior rules

� Secured revision of animal transport rules that would have had a huge impact on livestock imports from the
Northern Isles into Aberdeen

� Championed small businesses, securing exemptions from over twelve substantial pieces of legislation that would
have had a disproportionate impact on small enterprises

� Secured the first return of fishing powers to the UK, and secured a workable ban on the wasteful practice of
discarding

REAL CHANGE WE WILL DELIVER:
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Ruth Davidson MSP
Leader of the Scottish Conservative 
and Unionist Party



Unlike our opponents, we are the
only party in this election that
wants to put you in charge.

The plan is simple. We will
campaign for reform – creating a
settlement with the EU which works
for the UK. Then a Conservative
government will put those changes
to the people of this country in a
referendum.

In or out, you decide. No ifs, no
buts – that’s a promise.

And a vote for the Scottish
Conservatives at these elections is
a vote for something else too. 

It’s a vote to show that we want a
strong Scottish voice in Brussels,
backed up by the strength and

stability of the United Kingdom.

The Nationalists would have that
taken away. If they win the
independence referendum this
September, an independent
Scotland would have to join the
queue to apply for EU
membership.

Hard won gains – like the rebate –
which have put money back in the
pockets of ordinary taxpayers
would be in doubt.

It doesn’t have to be like this. Our
plan gives us the best of both
worlds: a Scottish voice that is
loud and clear, a place at the top
table and British heft when it
comes to securing Scotland’s vital
interests.

Crucially, it will give us the chance
to fix our relationship with Europe
and make sure it works. 

Plans that threaten Scotland’s
important financial services
sector – we need to ensure an
opt-out.

An EU rule book that has
added 60,000 pages in just
15 years, bringing more and
more aspects of our life under
the control of Brussels, that
can’t be right.

Not having the absolute right to
deport known terrorists back to
their country of origin – that is
just wrong.

In short, we want to make Europe

work better for Scotland and the
UK. Together we can change
Europe. Only the Scottish
Conservatives are offering you the
chance to do so.

So I ask you to vote for the
interests of Britain and Scotland
this May. I ask you to vote Scottish
Conservative. 

Ruth Davidson MSP
Leader of the Scottish
Conservatives 

SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN UNITED
SECURING CHANGE IN EUROPE

A VOTE FOR THE SCOTTISH CONSERVATIVES IN THESE EUROPEAN ELECTIONS IS A
VOTE TO HELP SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN CHANGE EUROPE FOR THE BETTER.
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The Conservative Team
(l to r) Jamie Gardiner, Nosheena Mobarik, Dr Ian Duncan,
Belinda Don, Iain McGill and Stuart McIntyre



The Scottish people, just like
those in the rest of the UK, want
a different relationship with
Europe: less regulation, less
interference but also greater
protection for the things that
matter to Scotland, whether it be
fishing or financial services, our
distinct legal system, our diverse
island communities.

The Scottish people want change,
and then they want choice. Only
the Conservative Party is arguing
for real change, and only the
Conservative Party can deliver
real choice. Our Prime Minister,
David Cameron, has made clear
that there will be an in/out
referendum on our membership of

the EU.  If elected to the
European Parliament I will do
everything I can to support the
PM in this task. 

Conservatives have a track record
of delivering on their promises for
Britain. In the last Parliament
Conservatives secured the first
ever cut in the EU budget, which
will save British tax payers over
£8 billion. We avoided costly
entanglement in the Eurozone
bailouts, again saving tax payers
billions of pounds. We secured
exemptions for small businesses –
the backbone of the Scottish
economy – removing the onerous
burden of the Accountancy
Directive. We ensured that

proposals for a moratorium on
deep water oil exploration – that
would have impacted on the
economies of Aberdeen and
Lerwick – were halted.  And we
secured the first repatriation of
fishing powers in a generation,
while also bringing a halt to the
shameful practice of discarding
edible fish.

We made good on our promises.

Importantly our actions are
opening up new opportunities for
British business. Conservatives
have been at the forefront of the
effort to conclude free trade deals
with South Korea, Canada and
Singapore, and are working

towards deals with India, Japan
and the United States. 

Scotland needs a strong
Conservative voice in Europe,
fighting for the things that matter
to Scotland.  On May 22, vote to
ensure that Scotland has such a
voice.

Dr Ian Duncan
Lead Candidate, Scottish
Conservative Team

SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN UNITED
SECURING CHANGE IN EUROPE

A VOTE FOR THE SCOTTISH CONSERVATIVES IN THESE EUROPEAN ELECTIONS IS A
VOTE TO HELP SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN CHANGE EUROPE FOR THE BETTER.
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In the referendum on
independence in September,
Scotland will face its biggest
decision for more than 300
years. Do we keep our UK family
together? Or do we split up the
UK, with England, Wales and
Northern Ireland on one side,
and Scotland on the other?

How we answer that question will
have a huge impact on
Scotland's relationship with the
European Union. If we vote for
independence, two major things
will follow.

Firstly, if Scotland leaves the UK,
it will leave the European Union.
The European Commission's
president has made it clear that
EU Treaties would no longer
apply to a part of the UK which
had formed a new state. The
rules are clear - if a new
independent Scotland wanted to
join the EU, it would have to join

the same queue as every other
country and negotiate its
membership anew.

Secondly, as part of negotiations
prior to entering, Scotland would
not automatically inherit any of
Britain's hard-won deals that
benefit us right now. Being part
of the UK means:

• we do not have to join the
Euro

• we keep control over our
borders

• we keep our rebate and our
VAT exemptions - which saves
taxpayers millions of pounds
every year. 

By contrast, an independent
Scotland would have to start
again.

The SNP has failed to explain
what the terms of Scotland's
membership would be in the

event of independence. However,
it has confirmed it would not offer
a referendum on Europe, as
Conservatives promise if Scotland
remains in the UK. This is despite
polls which show that Scots back
our call for a referendum by a
margin of two to one.

The choice is clear. An
independent Scotland would
have to accept whatever deal it
got. As part of Britain, we can be
part of a future which decides the
deal we want. 

In short, a vote for the Scottish
Conservatives in these European
elections will help bring change
in Europe. A vote to keep
Scotland in the UK in September
will ensure we all benefit from
that change. 

SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN UNITED
SECURING CHANGE IN EUROPE

INDEPENDENCE AND EUROPE: SCOTLAND'S CHOICE
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SCOTLAND AND BRITAIN UNITED
SECURING CHANGE IN EUROPE
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Scotland’s rural economy makes
an incredible contribution to our
country. Our farmers, our fishing
communities and our whisky
industry not only account for
billions of pounds in the Scottish
economy, they provide jobs and
sustain some of the most remote
rural communities in the country.

Farming and crofting
Scottish farmers’ total annual
output is almost £3 billion and
our farming has a well-deserved
and world-wide reputation for its
top quality produce, robust
traceability and rigorous
production standards. As the
world’s population continues to
grow and as tastes and diets
develop, we believe that there
will be phenomenal opportunities
to sell Scottish food and drink
abroad. That’s why Conservatives
in government have prioritised
opening up new markets to
Scottish producers.

Too often the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP) puts
Scottish farms at a disadvantage,
burdening them with unnecessary
expense and red tape. Even the
latest set of reforms included
unnecessary greening proposals
that we opposed and we are
passionately committed to
reforming the CAP further, getting
a better deal for our farmers, and
allowing them to sell their top
quality produce all around the
world. Scottish Conservatives
stood up for Scottish farmers in
all negotiations and will continue
to do so at EU and UK level.

Scottish crofters have been the
backbone of the remotest of
communities across the Highlands
and Islands for centuries. They
account for around 30,000
people across the Highlands and
Islands and their contribution to
local micro-economies is
considerable. The social aspect of
crofting, which has contributed to

the unique character of Scottish
Highlands and Islands, must also
not be forgotten. We know our
crofters depend on European
funding and Scottish Conservative
MEPs will fight their corner in
Brussels to make sure financial
support is directed to these fragile
communities.

Whisky
Our world-famous whisky industry
supports up to 35,000 jobs
across Scotland, many of which
are in remote rural areas whose
communities depend on the
industry. Demand for Scottish
whisky is growing and the
industry’s exports reached a
staggering £4.3 billion last year.

Access to new international
markets is of particular
importance for Scottish whisky.
Conservative MEPs have worked
hard to secure new Free Trade
Agreements in the last
Parliamentary session, and deals

signed with Colombia and Peru
in particular mean barriers have
been removed allowing Latin
American exports to grow further.
Scottish Conservatives will be at
the forefront of pursuing further
deals supporting free trade.

Small business support
Hundreds of small and medium
sized rural businesses are at the
heart of our local communities
across the Highlands and Islands.
European legislation affects their
day-to-day operation and
Conservative MEPs have fought
and won many battles to cut red
tape, exempt small businesses
from regulation wherever possible
(entrenching the ‘Think Small First’
principle in law) and open up
new markets abroad. 

We support rural communities.
That’s why we have made it our
mission to complete the roll-out of
superfast broadband, a
technology that can truly bridge

RURAL ECONOMY



Struan Stevenson MEP and lead Scottish Conservative candidate
Ian Duncan at the launch of the Party’s European manifesto. 



the gap between urban and
rural. UK Government funding,
combined with Scottish and local
authority funds and private
investment means £410 million
will be invested in Scotland over
the coming years. Almost £150
million of this will be spent
through a fund specifically
created for the Highlands and
Islands.

Ferry services
Our island communities rely on
good transport links with
mainland Scotland. Reliable and
affordable transport is essential
for individuals as well as
businesses, particularly in the
tourist industry on which many
remote island communities
depend. Our island ferry services
are of special importance to local
people.

European funding has helped
sustain some of the smallest
routes across the Highlands and
Islands as well as providing
investment in new, more energy
efficient, vessels.  However, at the
same time a raft of regulation
puts pressure on the sustainability
of our ferry services. Scotland
needs a strong team of MEPs to
stand up for our island
communities and Scottish
Conservatives will do just that.
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Scottish fishermen land over
£450 million worth of fish every
single year and have sustained
rural communities across Scotland
for centuries. However, for far too
long Europe's fishing industry
was dictated to by Brussels with
centrally imposed rules
threatening jobs, livelihoods and
communities.

Years of bureaucratic
mismanagement harmed both the
fishing industry and the
environment. Unreformed,
Scotland’s fishing industry would
have continued to suffer from
disappearing fish stocks, a
declining fleet and lost jobs.

Conservative MEPs have been at
the heart of sweeping reforms to
the EU's broken fisheries policy.
These reforms have the potential

to breathe new life into the
industry, while at the same time
addressing environmental
concerns. Working with
Westminster colleagues we have
secured radical improvements
which are bringing to an end
years of Brussels
micromanagement and the
shameful practice of discards
where healthy fish are thrown
back into the sea simply to satisfy
centrally imposed rules.

Now, thanks to the work of
Conservative MEPs, powers are
also being taken back from
Brussels and given to local
people and local communities. 

The reforms ensure that day to
day management of fisheries
policy will be based on scientific
evidence and the expertise of the

fishermen themselves. They also
include legally binding
commitments to fish at sustainable
levels. These hard-won
achievements will benefit the
industry, the environment and
consumers.

We now need a strong team of
MEPs to see these reforms
through. We need to ensure the
ban on discarding perfectly
edible fish, along with the wider
fisheries reforms are implemented
fully. Crucially, we need to build
on this success to secure further
reform and give local people a
bigger say in the future of the
fishing industry.

Aquaculture
The contribution of fish farms in
the Highlands and Islands to the
Scottish and local economies is

hugely significant. Scotland is the
largest producer of farmed
Atlantic salmon in the European
Union and third largest globally.
In 2011 Scotland produced over
158,000 tonnes of farmed
salmon with an estimated value
of £584 million at farm gate
prices.

Crucially, fish farms provide
employment opportunities in
some of the most remote rural
areas in Scotland, with some
1,300 jobs directly supported
across the Highlands. With
demand for farmed salmon
growing, Scottish aquaculture
needs a strong voice in Europe to
promote a sustainable expansion
of the industry. European
legislation 

FISHING
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Oil and gas
Our oil and gas in the North Sea
has been of incredible
importance to the Northern Isles,
to Scotland and to the United
Kingdom. The industry supports a
staggering 450,000 jobs across
the UK, of which around 45% are
in Scotland and adds billions of
pounds to the Scottish economy
every single year. It is a testament
to the strength of the United
Kingdom that private investment
is being unlocked as extraction is
becoming increasingly difficult. 

European legislation has a major
role to play in the oil and gas
industry and Conservative MEPs
had direct influence in protecting
the sector from damaging
proposals. We fought off attempts
to ban further offshore oil and
gas drilling throughout the EU
and instead campaigned to
ensure that the rest of Europe

matched the world renowned
safety and environmental
standards of the North Sea. The
Commission initially proposed
legislation that would have forced
us to repeal the majority of our
laws and replace them with new
and unproven Europe-wide
standards. Conservative MEPs
went through the proposals line
by line to amend them and
guarantee that they respected
both the UK’s existing safety
regime and best practices and at
the same time provided a
significant level of safety and
improvements where necessary.

The oil and gas sector needs a
strong team of Scottish MEPs to
stand up against unwanted,
unnecessary and sometimes
damaging European legislation. It
is the Conservatives who have a
clear track record of success that
we can and will build on.

Wind energy
Scottish Conservatives have been
very clear – the SNP’s reliance
on wind power in the Scottish
energy mix is misguided, costly
and can be damaging to the
environment as well as human
and animal health. Scotland now
accounts for more than half of
UK’s wind farms, with the
Highlands alone due to see
almost 700 turbines erected
across its landscape in the
coming years and another 200
spread across the Western and
Northern Isles. It is simply not
right that this was done without a
proper zoning plan in place and
often against the wishes of local
communities.

The costs associated with
renewable energy are borne
solely by consumers and we need
to ensure that our energy policy
is not only based on security of

supply but also affordability. We
have called for onshore wind
power subsidies to be phased
out, to reflect their economic
viability. 

We favour a mixed energy
strategy – fewer onshore wind
farms, continued support for
alternative renewables, increasing
unconventional gas exploration
and investment in next generation
nuclear power.

It is important that Scottish MEPs
fight to ensure that each Member
State has the right to set its own
energy policy and that any future
renewable targets are not binding
but optional. 

Unconventional gas
Scottish Conservatives are the
only main political party in
Scotland that supports evidence-
led unconventional gas

ENERGY
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exploration. Scotland has
decades of experience in
developing the safest and most
environmentally friendly oil and
gas extraction techniques in the
North Sea. These skills can now
be utilised in shale gas
exploration and extraction too.

The potential for unconventional
gas in Scotland and the UK is
huge. It has been estimated that
we have enough reserves to cover
our domestic needs for decades
to come. Developing a domestic
resource could have a significant
effect on energy bills, with gas
prices plummeting 50% in the
USA in recent years following
shale gas discovery.  Recent
events in the Ukraine further
underline the need for a more
secure supply of energy. 

European and national legislation
must facilitate the development of
this emerging energy source
whilst at the same time providing
the highest levels of protection for
people and the environment.
Conservative MEPs will rigorously
oppose any attempts from the
Commission to centralise control
and introduce unnecessary
barriers to the commercialisation
of our shale reserves. 
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� If you want to keep Scotland in the United Kingdom
Vote Conservative

� If you want an in-out referendum on whether to stay in the EU
Vote Conservative

� If you want to keep the cost of Europe down
Vote Conservative

� If you want Europe to work for business
Vote Conservative

� If you want to keep the Pound and Britain out of the Euro
Vote Conservative

� If you want to keep control of our own borders
Vote Conservative

� If you want to keep Britain out of Eurozone bailouts
Vote Conservative

A STRONGER ECONOMY AT HOME. 
RENEWED RESPECT ABROAD.

REAL CHANGE IN EUROPE.
ONLY WITH THE SCOTTISH CONSERVATIVES. Scottish 

Conservatives


